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Independent Immunities-General Information 

 
Parties: 
Prometheus Pharmaceuticals International 
Pure Health 
 
Background Information: 

Not long ago, Prometheus Pharmaceuticals International adopted a strategic business plan 
to concentrate on developing and marketing higher profit drugs.  The aim is to maintain high stock 
prices and increase funding for expensive R&D for new drugs.  Prometheus will discontinue 
production of lower profit margin drugs that benefit only smaller patient populations.  

 
      One drug to be discontinued is Immuno-Pure (“Pure”), which boosts the immune system in 
immune-deficient patients.  Pure uses an extremely pure, costly manufacturing process.  Though 
Pure is priced high, its profit margin is modest.  Promethus will expand production of its other 
similar drug, Immuno-Plus (“Plus”).  Plus uses a far less expensive manufacturing process and 
thus will yield higher profits than Pure. Most of the patient population tolerate both drugs well.  
However, a minority of patients develop debilitating headaches and nausea from the less expensive 
Plus.  Most insurers will only pay for Plus, absent physician verification of a patient’s serious 
adverse reaction.   
 

 A month ago, Prometheus authorized the Pure marketing team to announce that production 
of Immuno-Pure would cease within the next few months, so that customers could stock up.  Since 
then, Prometheus has received many entreaties from Pure patients to reconsider the decision, 
because they fear painful and debilitating reactions to the Plus drug.  There is no other source of 
Pure.  

 
 In response, a group of five Prometheus scientists and business managers announced that 

they would like to leave Prometheus to launch their own company, Pure Health, committed to 
producing Pure.  However, they know that Prometheus holds patents on both Pure and its 
distinctive manufacturing process, and that they are bound by Prometheus’s standard non-compete 
agreements.  Two weeks ago, Pure Health approached Prometheus about the idea, emphasizing 
that unless the Pure Health group were permitted to produce Pure, some patients would suffer 
terribly and needlessly.  Prometheus indicated that it was open to discussing a deal.  Last week, 
representatives met and agreed upon the following basic elements of a deal: 

 
• The transaction would be structured as an exclusive licensing of the Pure process and 

manufacturing patents, with royalties to be paid to Prometheus by Pure Health. Prometheus 
would have preferred a non-exclusive license, but this was a deal breaker for Pure Health. 
Prometheus ultimately agreed that the license would be exclusive.   

• The Pure Health team would be released from their current non-compete agreements, which 
extend to intravenous pharmaceutical products manufactured by Prometheus.    
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• Prometheus has agreed to continue manufacturing Immuno-Pure, and to sell it to Pure 
Health at cost-plus 10%, for an interim period to be negotiated.  The idea is to enable Pure 
Health to get its facility up and running. 

• These issues will not be revisited in future negotiations about terms of the deal. 
 
At the end of their meeting, the parties agreed to meet again to see if they could work out 
additional major issues. 
 
The Negotiation 
You will be assigned the role of either Prometheus Pharmaceuticals or Pure Health. Once assigned 
you will receive some additional confidential information, including a scoring system to help you 
decide how to trade off or compromise on issues to get maximum benefit.       


